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jeeeezzzz.kept hitting the hint button!!!!. This HO game had potential, but is very badly executed. Making a 3D HO game is a
great idea, but that's where it ends. Instead of expanding on the 3D concept they decided to add annoying and bad content. Aside
from the HO games it is packed with tedious unskippable puzzles (unless the skip function is hidden in the ugly interface). The
writing is atrocious, luckily you can skip it as fast as possible. The hints are bad and some puzzles not logical. The art is ugly.
Very disappointing.. The 3d effect looks very good. The camera control is terrible. I was also a little confused by the hint and
solve button. Mostly the solve button. Also their is no tutorial to guide you into the game. The game feels very rough. The user
interface is just bad. So the game gives you a list of parts to look and sometimes you have to use them. You have to use a crane
in one scene to pick up and drop gears on a ship. The trouble is their is no shadow on the ground to judge where to drop the
gears. So you have guess where its at. I ended up just using the auto solve button. Again the game feels very rough around the
edges. I suppose with more time in development they could have fixed some of these issues. I just dont see myself playing this
game. Feels to much like work.. This HO game had potential, but is very badly executed. Making a 3D HO game is a great idea,
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but that's where it ends. Instead of expanding on the 3D concept they decided to add annoying and bad content. Aside from the
HO games it is packed with tedious unskippable puzzles (unless the skip function is hidden in the ugly interface). The writing is
atrocious, luckily you can skip it as fast as possible. The hints are bad and some puzzles not logical. The art is ugly. Very
disappointing.. This is a very cute 3D hidden object and puzzle game! Not very difficult to find objects (though some are placed
cleverly to blend with the environment!) and solve the puzzles, but each chapter gets rated from 1 to 3 on how quickly you
finished it and on use of hints. It's a casual game though so it's quite relaxing to play the game. This game can be played by
anyone of any age. Some reviewers think this is just for children. It can be, but it needs adult supervision as some of the puzzles
aren't explained very well, but can be figured out pretty quickly what to do with the help of an adult.. being a fan of hidden
object games, this one is refreshing since the world you find objects in is 3D. the objects in elementary my dear majesty feel
like they were ment to be there for the most part. often times a typical h.o.g. would have a medieval setting for example, but you
would have to find objects like mobile phones or baseball caps. there are a few annoying things, but this game isn't expensive
enough for me to be nitpicky about it. for me, the most annoying was finding japanese style pagodas and ninja stuff in the china
map. the npcs were clearly samurai wearing hakama pants and chonmage haircuts plus geisha in kimono.. Sweet and Family-
Friendly This casual, hidden-object, point-and-click puzzler is a good choice as an alternative to the 2D hidden object games out
there. It's all in 3D modeling, with everything modeled in the same cartoonish fashion so there are no jarring discrepanices.
There are a variety of small puzzles and mini-games. The colors are bright and crisp, making the graphics a stand-out. The only
drawbacks so far have been an occasional missing menu graphic causing you to wonder what you may have just pushed, and the
ever so slightly clunky controls. The plusses outweigh the minuses by far.. Elementary My Dear Majesty is a pleasant enough
game. It's simplistic, the graphics are pleasant and colourful, although dated, and it has enough depth to keep you clicking for a
while. It isn't a hidden object game in the normal adventure format, although you do have to find hidden items, so don't expect
that. The style is quaint and sometimes amusing. The plot has you on the hunt for a princess who's been taken by aliens, on
which journey you'll pass through a number of themed worlds completing tasks. There are some glitches. The view controls are
counter-inuituve. I lost count of how many times I moved the wrong way as the controls seem reversed to me. There is also a
consistent problem with the totals of items you need to find. At least one item had the wrong count in almost every scene. It
manifests itself as the counter not decrementing when you find certain objects. Grab it on sale if you need something simple to
while away a few hours or for the kids to play. For under a quid, you can't go wrong. 6/10.. i dont know what should i say but its
so funny for me :). Nice variant of the "hidden object" game.funny in places too.
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